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Photon as a company is known for its aggressive approach which implies a competitive work environment.
One is expected to learn on the job as quickly as one can and make contributions at the earliest. Yet with
all this hustle, comes a whole lot of learning in a short period of time and exposure to new age
technologies that have brought about a revolution across various businesses. The journey from a
Management trainee to a Senior Presales Consultant at Photon InfoTech has surely been an enriching
journey for this Alumnus. Our Alumnus of this month is Mr. Jude Tauro who has been very happy about
his role in the Placement Committee during his days at LIBA.
“PlaceCom would always be my most memorable team in LIBA. It is one of the best teams I have ever
worked with. The satisfaction you receive when you see happy faces at the end of placements was
priceless!” His cheerful memories of LIBA are the Outbound Learning Programme and The Student
Exchange Programme. He feels that those programmes were more focused on Team building and
Leadership qualities. At his current job he is expected to interact with clients from all across the globe,

understand their point of view and come up with solutions to help deliver their business objectives. He
believes that those programmes have helped him a lot to exceed the expectations!
“LIBA changes your outlook, you start looking at the bigger picture and not just the granular or narrow
slice of a situation.” Jude has a loving family with his dad who is retired, his mother works a head nurse
(ICCU incharge) at Criticare Hospital, his sister is the HR advisor at Sequretek IT Solutions Pvt. Ltd. and
Max, his pet dog, is part of the family. “LIBA is the perfect platform for students to realize their potential.
With a renowned faculty line up, up-to-date curriculum along with opportunities such as the Student
Exchange Programme, equip students with the right tools to excel in the corporate world.” His advice to
the current batches of LIBA is to avail each and every opportunity that the B-School offers.
Mr. Jude has expressed the following about the qualities of a successful manager: “Understanding the
business/clients thoroughly so as to come up with solutions that stand the test of time; Be adaptable, in
today's day and age change is the only constant. It’s really important to 'reboot' yourself as it were to
keep up with changing nature of the business; Never take things too seriously, well you could be shocked
with that statement but what I'm trying to convey here is that most of the time we end up dwelling on
things that don't work out. There are good days and the not so good days, enjoy the good experiences but
don't get complacent and learn from the not so good experiences, take them in your stride and move on.”

